
Since the end of the nineteenth century the baroque has undergone a series of critical and historical re-evaluations 
in view of its chronology, actors, and characteristics. Each successive moment of appraisal has clarified not only the 
content indicated by the term baroque but also the tools and objectives of the historians who address the problems 
it poses in any given moment. Papers in this session will address the study of baroque architecture from the 1940s to 
the 1970s with a view towards understanding its instrumentalization within the context of post-war modernism and 
postmodernism. Scholarship on the history of architectural historiography has demonstrated that history assumed a 
new importance to the work and thinking of architects in these decades. Art historians able to distil architectural history 
into lessons, overt and subtle, found a willing readership among practicing architects. The figure of the architect-
historian also emerged as a force at this time: committed to the academic study of architectural history but with an 
audience of practicing architects and students very clearly in mind. The ‘operative histories’ famously attacked by 
Manfredo Tafuri had allowed for the reinstatement of history as part of the mainstream concerns of modernism. The 
instrumental historian returned to the architectural discourse of these decades a sense of historical debt, but shaping 
history as he or she did so. Among the vehicles for working through the complexities of such themes as space, form, 
context, type, materiality, historicity, perception, significance, and (urban) scale, the architectural baroque proved useful. 
Consider Norberg-Schulz’s studies of urban scale and type in Baroque Architecture; Wittkower’s and Zevi’s influential 
portrayals of Borromini as the model (modern) architect; the importance of the baroque for Giedion’s conception of 
the history of architecture as the history of space (extending Wölfflin’s and Schmarsow’s premises); or Dorfles’s or 
Scharoun’s comparative readings of the baroque against modern expressionism. How does Portoghesi’s Roma barocca 
(1966) contribute to modern (indeed, postmodern) architecture as it adds to the library on baroque architecture? 
Papers will explore instances in which the mechanisms, premises and consequences of post-war historiography of the 
baroque has sustained a translation from historiography to architecture that has proven productive for the thinking and 
practice of architects. 
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Reading Aalto Through Baroque: Dynamic Pluralities, Constituent Facts, and Formal Latencies 
Eeva-Liisa Pelkonen — Yale University, U.S.
Alvar Aalto cements his role as one of leading international architects and a model for its future development during 
the late 1940s and 50s. In this period Giedion dedicates the longest chapter of the second edition of Space, Time and 
Architecture (1949) to the Finnish master, and Vincent Scully, in his Modern Architecture (1961) puts Aalto forward as a 
true heir to Frank Lloyd Wright. Aalto gains a particularly strong following in Italy, where Bruno Zevi and Gillo Dorfles 
count as his mentors, and where his work is widely published in the pages of journals like Zodiac, Metron, and Domus. 
The era gives birth to a reading that still dominates Aalto scholarship: the idea of Aalto as a universal humanist and 
a representative of the “organic” tradition of modern architecture. This paper focuses on the parallels drawn between 
Aalto’s formal and spatial strategies and baroque architecture, which this group of critics helped establish as the new 
historical reference point and the ultimate measure of architectural quality. In understanding how and why Aalto was 
singled out as a key figure in this interpretative and historical context I will point out the renewed interest in Leibniz 
and his notion of dynamic plurality (as opposed to ideal cosmic whole). The formal link between baroque and Aalto was 
founded on the same model: ability to highlight and resolve multiple conflicting motives inherent in any given problem 
by combining diverse plan elements and engaging architectural context in productive ways. It is against the baroque 
referent that Aalto’s ability to synthesize diverse spatial and plan elements (e.g. Vuoksenniska Church), to integrate 
architecture in the city (e.g. National Pensions Institute), and merge nature and architecture (e.g. Villa Mairea) gains 
currency. I will speculate on the social and political subtext of this formal tension between fragment and a whole in the 
context of postwar Europe, and discuss Aalto’s key formal trope – the undulating wall – and how it not only represented 
ideas about transformation and becoming inherent in Leibniz’s monalogy, but was ripe with ontological significance as 
an embodiment of the historical unconscious or latency waiting to surface.

Baroque in Translation: Giedion’s Digestible History for Modern Architects
Denise R. Costanzo — Pennsylvania State University, U.S.
From the 1940s through the mid-1960s, the baroque seemingly offered little to interest American architects. Mid-
century education and practice generally emphasized such modernist priorities as industrial materials, contemporary 
sociological conditions, and avant-garde aesthetics. The direct engagement with pre-modern styles typical of conservative 
design through the 1930s was rejected outright. Even as architectural history scholarship gained increasing momentum 
during this period, practicing architects had few obvious reasons to consider historic periods like the baroque when 
towers of glass, steel, and concrete were paradigms for a new age. It is therefore curious that a significant number 
of young mid-century architects, all recently graduated from America’s top modernist design programs, express 
explicit interest in the baroque at this time. This is found in their applications for the American Academy’s Rome 
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Prize fellowship, where many assert that their chief motivation for seeking a year in the Eternal City is a desire to 
absorb the city’s seventeenth-century patrimony. While English-language studies of this period became more widely 
available during these years, these young architects’ conviction that the baroque was relevant to their careers can only be 
explained through the influence of one figure: Sigfried Giedion. Giedion’s Space, Time and Architecture, first published 
in 1941, would profoundly shape generations of architects around the globe. Predominantly a discussion of the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the author also deploys the baroque for essential didactic purposes while making 
his broader argument about modernism. The book is also aimed at a professional instead of scholarly readership, which 
gives his presentation unusual immediacy and relevance. Furthermore, the author’s active participation in the modern 
movement gave his voice unquestionable disciplinary legitimacy. Giedion was ideally positioned to bridge the worlds of 
baroque historiography and modernist practice, effectively translating the period’s key monuments, figures, and formal 
ideas into terms that made them digestible and indispensible to American postwar architects.

Ending the Hegemony of ‘Space’: Steen Eiler Rasmussen and the Relativization of Baroque 
Aesthetics
Anthony Raynsford — San José State University, U.S.
While Steen Eiler Rasmussen’s 1959 book Experiencing Architecture has become an international classic in architectural 
pedagogy, few have considered its role in reorienting the architectural historiography of baroque ‘space.’ Experiencing 
Architecture, in fact, drew on much of the same baroque pedigree as Sigfried Giedion’s Space, Time and Architecture, 
including Heinrich Wölfflin’s historical hermeneutics and Albert Erich Brinckmann’s empathetic accounts of ‘plasticity’ 
and ‘space’ (Plastik und Raum). However, it invoked these categories, not to construct a teleology from an imagined 
baroque synthesis to a modernist ‘space-time,’ but rather to relativize and de-mystify these categories, both within 
seventeenth-century European architecture and within an open-ended set of modernist ‘experiences.’ For example, 
seventeenth-century Delft, as also seventeenth-century London and Amsterdam, became for Rasmussen an inversion of 
baroque Rome, not a place of dramatic spatial sequences but a city of bourgeois functionalism, in which theatricality was 
replaced by the subtle tones of light falling through windows and doorways, illuminating the objects of everyday life. It 
was not only that the seventeenth-century Dutch built differently from the Romans, but that they also experienced their 
buildings differently. In a period when Giedion and others were urging a ‘new monumentality’ that would recapitulate 
in modernist terms the spatial theatricality (and supposed cultural synthesis) of the Roman baroque, Rasmussen 
reformulated an earlier Scandinavian functionalism, but now in terms of pluralistic phenomenology of everyday 
life. Using manuscripts and correspondence from the MIT Archive and the Royal Danish Library, this paper argues 
that Rasmussen’s relativization of baroque spatial aesthetics coincided with a wider schism between empiricist and 
idealist constructions of architectural modernism in this period. Built on theoretical framework of German idealism, 
Rasmussen’s work, nevertheless, provided historical justification for the empiricist (and often eclectic and relativistic) 
positions ranging from picturesque townscape to Alvar Aalto’s humanistic organicism.

The “Recurrence” of the Baroque in Architecture: Norberg-Schulz´s Phenomenological Ap-
proach to Constancy and Change
Gro Lauvland — Norwegian University of Science and Technology Trondheim, Norway
In Space, Time and Architecture (1941), one of the central texts of the modern movement in architecture, Sigfried Giedion 
dealt with what he called ‘constituent facts’: a kind of basic architectural language. Although he acknowledged the baroque 
as a period of time with different social and political conditions, Giedion was interested in how the understanding of 
space within the architectural modernism was prepared as part of the baroque, by architects like Francesco Borromini, 
Guarino Guarini and Balthasar Neumann. Later on, in his First Gropius Lecture at Harvard University in 1961, he 
anchored his understanding by using the concepts of ‘constancy and change’, related to time and place through his 
discussion of  ‘monumentality’ and ‘regionalism’. Beside a shared interest in a German language art history tradition, 
Giedion´s student at the ETH in Zurich, Christian Norberg-Schulz´s description of modern art and architecture 
can be interpreted in relation to his tutor’s influence. Nevertheless, a significant turn in the grounding of Norberg-
Schulz´s academic approach is manifested in Genius Loci: Towards a Phenomenology of Architecture (1980). Where 
Norberg-Schulz´s approach to architecture was rooted in the human sciences in the 1950s and 1960s—in art history, 
language theories related to structuralism, and also gestalt therapy—he goes from a theory-oriented understanding of 
the field of architecture to an understanding of the architectural work related to philosophical phenomenology during 
the 1970s. Through his phenomenological understanding of architecture, one can argue that Norberg-Schulz shed 
light on Giedion´s approach to ‘constancy and change’. The concepts are given a new academic basis grounded on a 
different critique of modernity, and also on another understanding of Man as historical being. This article explores the 
difference between Norberg-Schulz´s architectural thinking and Giedion´s theoretical-descriptive approach—with an 
emphasis on dissimilarities in their interpretation of the concepts of constancy and change. In light of the above, this 
essay addresses the question of how, and to what extent, Norberg-Schulz´s empirical study of the baroque informed 
his phenomenological understanding of architecture. Implied in this question is a concern for our built world, and an 
assumption connected to the importance of an experience based thinking for architectural practice of today.
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Exploring the Edge of Orthodoxy: The Baroque as Read by Paolo Portoghesi
Silvia Micheli — Politecnico di Milano, Italy
Paolo Portoghesi began writing articles on baroque architecture while still a student in Rome. In 1956 he published his 
first book on Guarino Guarini, a protagonist of the Italian baroque, and at the same time begins to focus his attention 
upon the work of Francesco Borromini, writing Borromini nella cultura europea, published in 1964. Meanwhile, several 
other intellectuals also began concentrating their attention on baroque culture and on Borromini’s architecture in 
particular. In the second edition of Space, Time Architecture, Sigfried Giedion introduces a new section dedicated to 
baroque architecture and presents Borromini as a forerunner of architectural modernism. Also during this mid-century 
period Gillo Dorfles writes Barocco nell’architettura moderna (1951); Giulio Carlo Argan publishes Borromini (1952) and 
L’architettura barocca in Italia (1957) and Christian Norberg-Schulz produces Architettura barocca (1971). All this attention 
appears to Portoghesi as confirmation of his own intuition that modern architecture could be read, and understood, 
through the investigation of baroque architectural experience, a study that would produce useful instruments for 
developing contemporary ‘architectural composition’. The intentions animating Portoghesi’s approach to the baroque as 
a fertile ground for his future activities, both as historian and as architect, are revealed in his introduction to Borromini 
nella cultura europea. There he writes that ‘before being an occasion of historical and philological analysis, knowledge of 
Borromini’s work is an instrument of autocriticism for modern culture [...] Borromini’s controversy put in crisis the basis 
of the linguistic conventions restored by the Renaissance, sweeping aside, in its most intense moments, its hesitations 
and inhibitions that still have influence, as a mortgage, upon modern architecture itself [...].’ Driven by the anticlassicist 
passion inherited from his maestro Bruno Zevi, Portoghesi’s attention was caught by Borromini’s skills in breaking 
the theoretical and design rules fixed by Renaissance architecture. Set free of convention, Borromini’s work becomes 
a symbol of liberation and innovation. From Casa Baldi (1959-61), through the Mosque and Islamic Cultural Centre 
(1974-95), both in Rome, to Strada Novissima at the Biennale di Venezia (1980), the lessons of baroque architecture 
have had meaningful reverberations on Portoghesi’s own architecture, particularly concerning themes of the ‘curve’, the 
‘angle’ and the ‘façade’. This paper seeks to rebuild the intellectual entourage in which Portoghesi led his studies on the 
baroque architecture, to describe the influence of Borromini’s work on his own architecture and to investigate its effects 
on the birth of postmodern architectural culture, to which Portoghesi made a considerable contribution.
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